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BORE GAUGING
XTA and XTA Micro Analogue
An economical solution to accurate shop-floor
bore measurement. The extended mechanical
travel of these two or three point gauges ensures
that exchanging measuring anvils is unnecessary.
Wide application range: 2-300mm. XT measuring
heads and setting rings are supplied with UKAS
certification. The XTA Micro covers 2-20mm and
offers a more compact mechanical controller and
Vernier scale for improved resolution.
XTA Micro

XT3 Digital and Digital Pistol Grip
Bowers’ XT3 digital internal micrometers offer an ergonomic design - including a
larger and clearer LCD display - along with IP67 electronics protection, proximity
output with optional built-in Bluetooth; both allow bi-directional communication
giving greater flexibility for data acquisition and storage. The extended mechanical
travel of the XT range means that special heads can also be manufactured to
accommodate users most awkward measuring problems.

Option

Option

Optional built-in
Bluetooth for data
acquisition straight to PC

The SylvacBT Smart App allows
communication with Bowers
Bluetooth Smart instruments
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BORE GAUGING
MicroGauge 2-Point Bore Gauge
Designed specifically for the measurement of small bores
between 1.0-10.0mm. Digital readout and measuring head
together are about the same size and format as a ballpoint
pen which represents a big advantage for those needing to
measure small precision parts.

Option

Ultima Electronic Bore Gauge
High-accuracy bore gauging system featuring Bowers’ “Fastfit” measuring heads.

Option

Measuring range 2-310mm (0.080-12.000").

Digital and Mechanical Cylinder
Bore Gauge

Option
Option

Bowers’ digital cylinder bore gauges with large LCD readout, RS-232
data output and carbide measuring contacts.
Bowers’ mechanical cylinder bore gauges for traditional comparative
measurement. Tungsten carbide measuring contacts for superior
wear resistance.
Measuring range: 12.5-600mm (1/2-24").
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UNIVERSAL GAUGING
Universal Gauge
The modular format of the Bowers Universal Gauge enables it to be quickly
configured to suit almost any measuring challenge, both internal and external.

Option
Option

Measuring range 0-3000mm / 0-118" (with added extensions).

Checkmaster
Checkmaster is the flexible gauging solution for
short production runs. Unique 3 gauge station
and readout capability offer remarkable versatility
and repeatability.

INTEX Comparator Beam Gauge
Developed to measure both internal and external diameters and lengths, the INTEX
gauge's aluminium extrusion beam gives it a rigid yet lightweight quality, making it
ideal for shop-floor environments.
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CALIPERS
UNICAL 2 Universal Digital Caliper
Available in four standard sizes covering most large caliper applications, these
revolutionary digital gauges have lightweight reinforced main beams, giving them
both incredible strength and lightness, aiding both accuracy and ease of use. All
gauges have integrated Bluetooth transmission and IP67 protection.

Option

UNICAL2-400 with accessories

Analogue Major Calipers
This range of dial calipers gives a method of gauging where extended reach or
clearance is required. Carbide measuring faces are standard. Available in internal
and external versions.

Digital Major Calipers
Digital Major Calipers have a direct Inch/Metric indicator with switchable resolutions
of 0.02mm / 0.001", 0.05mm / 0.0025", 0.1mm / 0.005" and 0.2mm /0.010".
Available in internal and external versions.

Tel: +44 (0)1276 469 866 Fax: +44 (0)1276 401 498
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MICROMETERS
Snapmic
The Bowers Snapmic combines the attributes of an advanced digital micrometer
with those of a quality, shop-floor proof snap-gauge.

Option

Two versions: 0-30mm and 30-60mm.

Universal “Snap” Gauge
The Bowers SNAPMATIC snap gauge has been designed
specifically for quick, reliable and accurate measurement of
external cylindrical diameters. Available with a traditional
mechanical dial-gauge or digital indicator.
Measuring ranges 0-25mm (0-1"), 25-50mm (1-2"),
50-75mm (2-3"), 75-100mm (3-4"), 100-125mm (4-5")
and 125-150mm (5-6").
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Option

Depending on
Indicator option
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AIR GAUGING
Air / Electronic Columns
Air Gauging is a fast, user friendly method of providing high precision results in even the most
challenging of shop-floor environments. Using air flow volumes and pressures to measure parts, air
gauging is a reliable, repeatable technology well-suited for applications such as precision medical
tapers where tolerances are tight. The Bowers PC-2200 is a state of the art flexible electronic/air
column capable of operating with air gauging products and measuring probes. The advanced new
column contains a multitude of measuring functions including static and dynamic gauging,
classification grading, probe mixing, (A+B), (A-B), etc.

Option

Concentricity

Squareness

Runout
Example of a bespoke air gauge station

Ovality

Flatness

Diameter

Parallelism
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SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
Special Bore Measurement
Although Bowers produces the most comprehensive series of
bore gauges and internal measuring equipment available, not
all applications can be covered by our standard instrument
range. In line with our customer care ethos, Bowers has earned
a reputation for manufacturing special heads for measuring
non-standard applications. The following illustrates some of the
many difficult measuring problems easily solved by these
special heads.

Right Angle Adaptor

Option

2 and 3 Point Screw Threads

Ball Screw Threads

2 and 3 Point Grooves

Brake Caliper
Measurement

Ball Race
Measurement

Internal and
External Spline

2 Point Spherical

3 Point Spherical

Slot Width

Bowers Group
Unit 3, Albany Court, Albany Park, Camberley, Surrey GU16 7QR
Email: sales@bowersgroup.co.uk
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